Ellora Cave Novels
Thank you utterly much for downloading ellora cave novels.Most likely you have
knowledge that, people have see numerous time for their favorite books with
this ellora cave novels, but end stirring in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a fine book in the same way as a mug of coffee in the
afternoon, on the other hand they juggled when some harmful virus inside their
computer. ellora cave novels is reachable in our digital library an online
permission to it is set as public as a result you can download it instantly.
Our digital library saves in combined countries, allowing you to acquire the
most less latency era to download any of our books afterward this one. Merely
said, the ellora cave novels is universally compatible gone any devices to
read.

Death Row: The Hunter Jaid Black 2003-02-01 The United Americas of Earth:2250
A.D. On the eve of his execution, Death Row inmate Kerick Riley overpowers the
guard and escapes the violent penal colony that has been his prison for over
fifteen years. On the run to find the answers he seeks, the grim-faced, greyeyed Kerick has two things on his mind: revenge and woman...Scientist Nellie
Kan has spent the last several years researching a frightening disorder that
has developed in certain populations of humans. On the verge of developing a
serum, Dr. Kan is kidnapped by an escaped Death Row inmate and claimed as his
personal sexual property. Is her captor the key to the answer she seeks, or a
lunatic who will destroy them both?In this installment: Kerick recaptures
Nellie in a reunion you won't soon forget; Elijah, Xavier, and Kerick plot the
demise of the Hierarchy; Kieran begins to suspect there is more to the woman he
claimed than meets the eye.Publisher's Note: DEATH ROW is a three-part erotic
suspense serial consisting of the following titles: The Fugitive, The Hunter,
and The Avenger. It is necessary to read the previous installment before
attempting to read this one.
Good Girl Seeks Bad Rider Vonna Harper 2008-03-18 HOW TO MAKE A VIXEN: Mix one
wholesome good girl with one very naughty boy. Add sexy treats and satin
sheets...then turn on the heat. VONNA HARPER Virgin Afternoon It's been a long
time since Lara had a man in her garage, but as her late husband Spence's best
friend, Bryan, checks out her truck, she can't help but notice he still has
that tan, athletic build from college. If she could only get her hands on his
body. She needs to move on from Spence's death -- into Bryan's powerful arms,
or at least into his pants. When she invites him in for a beer, she doesn't
plan to let him leave -- not that he wants to. Sex with conservative Spence
left a lot to the imagination, but her naughty afternoon with Bryan is one
she'll never forget. LENA MATHEWS Stud Muffin Wanted According to a magazine
quiz, Karon is a Little Miss Goody Two-shoes. So what if she can only check off
five "bad-girl" behaviors? Her friend Jacque convinces her to make her own sexy
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wish list. Mmm...#22, with a side of #9...and a whole lot of #1. Now all she
needs is a stud. Hunky Tristan has his own list -- and Karon's at the top. When
he overhears her conversation, he wants to wrap his muscular arms around her
luscious curves and slide his thick...well, now he just needs to convince her
he's the man for the job. But when he does, they conquer every steamy move she
desired...and add a few naughty tricks of their own. RUTH D. KERCE Virgin Seeks
Bad-Ass Boy Alice has been watching bad boy Caleb since he moved in. Tall,
built, and irresistibly confident, he's perfect...for taking her virginity. One
peek at him pounding away at a buxom blonde sprawled across his motorcycle, and
Alice has been fantasizing -- her skirt flipped up, him taking her rough and
hard from behind. So she marches right across the street and asks him. He
refuses at first, but he's too impressed by her gutsiness, and too aroused by
the idea of kissing her pouty lips and feeling her soft naked body writhing
underneath him. If she wants passion, he'll give it to her...and much, much
more.
Arda Annie Windsor 2005-04 Book 2 in the Arda Collection seriesWhen firetempered Georgia Steel arrives on Arda, she knows she's landed in an orgasm-aminute paradise. There's just one muscular, handsome problem - a big stranger
who wants her for a soul's mate. Fari Tul'Mar reminds Georgia of an Earth
police officer, only tons more arrogant. Not to mention much, much better
looking. . .The Sailkeeper of Arda gets what he wants, when he wants it, how he
wants it - until he meets Georgia Steel. Fari Tul'Mar quickly learns that
Georgia's loud mouth serves as armor for a wound too deep for words. He must be
cautious. Gentle. Careful. Unfortunately for Fari, cautious, gentle, and
careful are not his strong points. Add an Outlander uprising and Fari's own
dark, painful secret, and this couple heads for disaster - or scorching passion
and love deeper than either can imagine.Review quotes for The Sailkeeper's
Bride by Annie Windsor"A worthy, yet completely unique follow-up to The
Sailmaster's Woman. This book is beautifully written. . ."~Laci Grey, Just
Erotic Romance Reviews"A completely amazing read, THE SAILKEEPER'S BRIDE is
superb, topping its magnificent predecessor."~Sharyn McGinty, In the Library
Reviews"Well written and quick moving. . .very humorous, extremely touching,
and a little shocking. . ."~Jen, A Romance Review
At His Countess' Pleasure Olivia Waite 2018-06-18 Anne Pym and Simon Rushmore
are still reeling from the scandalous marriage of Anne's cousin to Simon's
brother. But Simon's position as Earl of Underwood has shielded him from the
harshest criticisms. In a bid to repair Anne's family's shattered reputation,
Simon proposes a most practical solution-he will make her his countess and they
will set about the business of producing an heir. But marriage is a beginning
rather than an ending, and scandal has a long life. Old hurts and new family
crises threaten their burgeoning passion, even as Simon finds himself more and
more eager to submit to his strong-willed wife's every carnal command. When
Anne's bitterest secret emerges, destroying their hopes for the future, Simon
must learn whether he can offer his wife enough to bring Anne a lifetime of
happiness-and just how completely he is willing to submit.
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In the Making Farrah Abraham 2014-06-05 First in the Celebrity Sex Tape
trilogy. The journey... Hot sex. A few thrills. A lot of tips and tricks. There
has to be more to life than this, and I'm going to find it. The woman... I'm
like every other person out there: I want to be loved and I want to be happy.
But in the words of my best friend, I have to kiss a few frogs along the way.
That's okay, I know what I want and I'm not afraid to go after it, to hell with
what other people think. My name is Fallon Opal, and I'm not who everyone
thinks I am. The star... To the world I'm another starlet gone crazy: always
traveling, clubbing non-stop, and juggling drug problems and alcohol issues.
The truth couldn't be further from that. I'm on a journey to find myself and
I'm going to do it without shame-my way. Sometimes it feels like the world is
against me but that won't stop me from getting mine. An Exotika(r) contemporary
erotica story from Ellora's Ca
Fury Laurann Dohner 2011-12 When nurse Ellie discovers that her employer is
creating human/animal hybrids for experiments, she saves one of them from a
sadistic doctor and promises to set him free. When the experiment, codenamed
Fury, manages to escape, he kidnaps Ellie and brings her to a secret compound
called Homeland with other escaped hybrids, intending to use her as part of his
plan of vengeance.
The Empress' New Clothes Jaid Black 2017-03-11 Book 1, Installment 1 Modern day
Earth woman Kyra Summers is kidnapped by a seven-foot tall, thickly muscled
warrior claiming to be her Sacred Mate. Life on his home planet Tryston takes
some getting used to, as the laws of the world cater to erotic hedonism and
leave females at the sexual subjugation of the barbarians who claim them. Enjoy
Kyra's spicy escapades as she adjusts to life and love in another dimension.
Our Tales on Rocks in Ellora Caves Prakash Thorat 2020-12-22 The Cave Temples
of Ellora, 30 KMS, from Aurangabad district of Maharashtra state, India, is a
heritage site for the World and a priced jewel of Indian Civilization, as at
Ellora, one witnesses the harmonious co-existence of three major religions of
the modern secular India, the Hinduism, the Buddhism and the Jainism. Like
Ajanta Caves, Ellora was never discovered. It was always open for visit
throughout the ancient and medieval ages. Even though the architectural
activities here began in 5th Century A.D., it was only with the rise of the
Chalukya-Rashtrakuta rulers in 7th Century to 10th Century A.D. that art and
architecture blossomed at Ellora. The Hindu Rulers in ancient times were
governed by certain religious injunctions and ethical codes which promoted them
to donate the funds to the temple building as the same was considered essential
for attainment of worldly power and spiritual salvation. The artists at Ellora
were quick to respond to the urges and demands of their society. They rose to
height of their creative dynamism. They acted out of passion and feelings,
faith and sensibility. They drew themes from the mythology and then transformed
the rock into a cavalcade of Gods and Goddesses. While doing so, they
judiciously portrayed the feelings of compassion, emotions and the fury. The
temple of Kailasa is an illustration of one of those rare occasions when men's
mind, heart and hand, worked in unison to build this feat. The rocks cut
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monuments at Ellora, essentially represent the climax of the process of cutting
shrine in direct rock and fashion them into the places of worship and residence
embellished with beautiful and imposing sculptural and pictorial images. This
practice started by Buddhism thousands of years ago, was eventually adopted by
Hinduism and Jainism.The monuments [34 caves] are numbered in a continuous
sequence. Buddhist monuments (Caves 1-12) occupy the southernmost part of the
site, while Hindu monuments (Caves 13-29) are located in the middle and towards
the north are a small number of five Jain excavations (Caves 30-34]. The
infinite lithic representations at Ellora coordinate into the greatest
concentration of the sculpture, wrought at a single site, in diverse styles
that art history has ever witnessed. All the aspects related to daily life,
Gods and goddesses, myths and rituals related to all the three dominant
religions, are exhibited in Ellora through architecture and sculptures. In most
of the caves, however, the focal points are centered round the figures of
divinities - Buddha, Shiva and Jain Thirthankaras. Music, dancing and erotic
plays of all the carved and painted creatures turn to the central figures of
divinity. Gods and demi-gods, flying nymphs, musicians, kinnaras, dwarfs,
makara, elephants, bulls, lion, peacocks or aquatic creatures- whether they are
in the main hall, on the roofs and walls, in the side chambers, in porches, in
balconies, in galleries, whether they are standing or flying, the entire
attention of visitors and devotees is attracted to them and the divinities they
surround by- Buddha, Shiva or Tirthankaras.
Getting What She Wants S. L. Carpenter 2007-09-04 Three tales of pleasure and
passion, featuring women who get everything they want from their lovers -- and
more.... DIANA HUNTER Hooked Wearing strappy stilettos and tight leather pants,
sexy and independent Tania Pelligrini was ready for a Saturday of shopping in
the city -- for a man, that is. And lucky for her, she spots the perfectly
chiseled Jim Delaney, who's eager for some flirtatious fun. Things heat up fast
-- but when Tania learns that Jim thinks she's a hooker, she sends him packing.
From that moment on Jim can't stop thinking about her and wants another chance.
When Tania gives it to him, it turns out he's the fiery and adventurous lover
she had been waiting for all along. S. L. CARPENTER In the End Since there are
too many men on her planet, the queen of Uranus sends two of her muscle-bound
hunks, Tommy and Jared, to find a sexy female to add to the population. So they
travel to Earth and immediately find the perfect woman -- Rene, a fiery
interior designer looking for a little excitement. Immediately she and Jared
are overcome with blazing passion for each other -- and Tommy, too, can't
resist the stunning Rene. Soon, all three enjoy a wild galactic ride back to
Uranus -- where their pleasures are out of this world. CHRIS TANGLEN Mistress
Charlotte Although virgins when they married, Jenny and Brian quickly made up
for lost time, exploring their deepest desires and experiencing pleasures they
had only dreamed about. But when busy schedules start to interfere with sex,
they decide to try something different -- something involving fuzzy handcuffs.
Though it doesn't go exactly as planned, the couple have a good laugh and enjoy
themselves anyway. But when a quirky stranger named Mistress Charlotte shows up
at their door the next day to help them spice up their marriage, Jenny and
Brian are in for the sexual adventure of their lives. Step inside Ellora's
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Cave, where passions run wild and the sexiest fantasies come true....
www.EllorasCave.com
A Taste for Passion Patrice Michelle 2003-08 Rana Sterling finally finds the
man of her dreams and Boy does he know how to push all the right buttons. Only,
Mr. Tall, Dark and Too-Good-to-Be-True turns out to be just that; he's a real
live, fanged vampire! Lucian Trevane has a duty to fulfill. He's expected to
take the role of Vite, leader of the vampires in three days. But he knows he
won't take the position without his wife by his side. Now, after seventy years
of searching for his reincarnated fiance, he finally finds the woman of his
dreams in Rana Sterling. Rana may respond to his lovemaking, but she refuses to
become his vampire wife. As if their lives aren't complicated enough, throw in
a vengeful vampire, a surprise twist, and the fact Rana and Lucian can't deny
the strong attraction that exists between them and you've just stepped into A
Taste for Passion.
In Her Nature Lorie O'Clare 2005-03 Book 4 in the Lunewulf series Simone
DeBeaux knows she has a reputation to live down. Returning to her home pack
where everyone remembers her wild ways is more than a challenge. But when she
meets a Cariboo Lunewulf, a breed known for being a bit on the wild side, she
might just have met her match! And in her excitement to tame this werewolf, she
doesn't count on being tamed herself
The Illusion of Return Samir El-Youssef 2019-01-12 Meeting a friend after many
years’ separation, the narrator wonders whether the events they both lived
through in Lebanon really took place. Time and distance give a sense of
unreality but when the narrator and Ali meet at Heathrow Airport, after
seventeen years, the past slowly begins to unfold. Like so many other
Palestinians who were born in the Lebanon, they had to leave in the mid-1980s,
when it became a battlefield for different militias and armies – Lebanese,
Palestinian, Israeli and Syrian. Ali leaves for America and, two years later,
the narrator leaves for London. Their memories are concentrated on one fatal
night when they and two other friends are together for the last time, before
tragedy strikes. But for the narrator, a personal tragedy had struck much
earlier, one which he would never forget and could not share.
Good Things Come in Threes Anya Bast 2009-07-14 A tantalizing trio of tales
featuring three strong independent women, each seduced by two gorgeous men.
Stories include “Tempted by Two” by Anya Bast, Jan Springer’s “Edible
Delights,” and Shiloh Walker’s “Voyeur”—sexy stories that that could only come
from Ellora’s Cave. “Tempted by Two” — Anya Bast Miranda has been traumatized
by events in her past and shies from emotional commitment. She does affairs,
not relationships. But soon she finds herself confronted with not one but two
men who claim that she’s the one for them…forever. Marco and Theo, two fullblooded Tylwyth Teg fae, are desperate to make Miranda theirs. And even if
they’re feeling jealous of each other and possessive of her, they know they
must join forces in order to win Miranda's heart back from her fears. In order
to show Miranda that she’s in “good hands,” Theo and Marco convince her to
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spend a weekend in sexual submission to them. One weekend of incredible sex
with two gorgeous, strong, and dominant men? Miranda doesn’t have a problem
agreeing to that. “Edible Delights” — Jan Springer Years ago, Allie Masters
lost herself in the scorching passion of a ménage a trois relationship with her
two striking bosses. To regain her independence, she walked away. Max and Nick
were very fulfilled with their gorgeous redheaded assistant. The lovemaking was
breathtaking, and both friends willingly shared the woman they wanted to spend
the rest of their lives with. Then she left. Now, Max and Nick have decided
it’s time to seduce Allie back into their lives. “Voyeur” – Shiloh Walker Kye
wanted to give his wife a fantasy, so one night, he and his best friend Connor
gave her a night she would never forget. Three years later, they gave her
another—but it would be the last one, because Kye is a ghost this time, and
he’s come back to tell his wife goodbye.
New Approaches to Popular Romance Fiction Sarah S.G. Frantz 2014-01-10 Despite
the prejudices of critics, popular romance fiction remains a complex, dynamic
genre. It consistently maintains the largest market share in the American
publishing industry, even as it welcomes new subgenres like queer and BDSM
romance. Digital publishing originated in erotic romance, and savvy online
communities have exploded myths about the genre's readership. Romance
scholarship now reflects this diversity, transformed by interdisciplinary
scrutiny, new critical approaches, and an unprecedented international dialogue
between authors, scholars, and fans. These eighteen essays investigate
individual romance novels, authors, and websites, rethink the genre's history,
and explore its interplay of convention and originality. By offering new twists
in enduring debates, this collection inspires further inquiry into the emerging
field of popular romance studies.
Liberating Lacey Anne Calhoun 2010-01 Newly divorced Lacey Meyers wasted too
many years yawning through sex in the missionary position. Now she's looking
for a hookup with a man who can make her shatter. What she gets is a hot
younger cop with handcuffs. . .and he's not afraid to use them. Hunter Anderson
knows the score-though classy, successful women like Lacey might play with guys
like him, at the end of the evening, they walk. But when one night leads to
another and then another, he finds himself getting too attached to a woman he
can't have. Lacey knows Hunter-gorgeous, hard-edged and eight years youngerwon't want anything permanent. No matter how hot and daring he makes her first
public sex, quickie, backseat encounter and secret fantasy role-play, she can't
mistake adventurous sex for emotional involvement. They both know it's got to
end, and soon, or someone's going to get hurt. But can either of them go back
to life without the other? Reader Advisory: Lacey's highly erotic "forced" sex
fantasy comes true in this book. Lucky her!
Dreams of the Oasis Anya Bast 2006-06 Getting Slayed By Anya Bast Princess
Jeweline of the Kingdom of Hask fears she will never shed her pesky chastity
belt and finally get laid, especially since a dragon keeps charbroiling all her
fiancÃ©s. Jeweline decides to slay the dragon herself, but the dragon is not
everything she'd presumed. He's dangerous and fire-breathing all right, but
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he's not always a dragon. Marcus is a cursed man with dark, erotic needs that
Jeweline finds herself all too willing to satisfy. That is, until Darrion the
Brave, dragon slayer extraordinaire, explodes onto the scene with a goal of
killing Marcus and taking Jeweline for his own. Passionflower By Ravyn Wilde
What happens when you combine passionflower wine, a gorgeous foreign man whose
understanding of the English language seems to short-circuit occasionally with a nightclub specializing in private booths? You wake up the next morning
with a screaming headache. A suspicion the mattress beneath you just might be
flesh and blood instead of memory foam. And a view out the window that seems to
be the planet Earth, as seen from space. All Nancy wanted to do was put some
social interaction back into her very secluded life. . . She ended up with
something out of this world. Shadows Stir By N.J. Walters Warriors of the
Shadow Realm are facing their own demise, so the Shadow Lord sends one of his
Ryders into the world to protect a woman who might hold the key to their very
survival. Gideon finds more than someone to protect. He finds a woman to love.
Jo Harris is a woman on a mission to find her missing sister and she'll do
whatever it takes. She encounters a mysterious stranger who becomes both
protector and lover. But will their love be enough to save them both from the
encroaching shadows? Sting of the Wind By Charlotte Boyett-Compo Shannon
O'Rourke was thrilled to get the job at Durbin Enterprises. She believed in
what the billionaire owner was trying to accomplish with medical research on
blood diseases and a blood bank to provid
Ice Cold Lover Mel Teshco 2020-05-03 Celeste has a secret she will fight tooth
and nail to protect. She is human in every way but one—hideous bat-like wings,
a permanent legacy from her once-cursed gargoyle father, Cray. But she is
seriously attracted to Pascal Daniels, despite him being the son of a mobster,
and every woman’s most dangerous fantasy. Pascal is used to attention from
women, but he’s looking for someone special. He’s fascinated by the ice queen,
Celeste Diamond. He thinks hers is the perfect female form, one he’d do
anything to possess. Pascal has decided it’s way past time to warm up the
mysterious, elusive Celeste. And perhaps he’ll share some secrets of his own.
Master of the Moon Angela Knight 2005 While hunting a powerful female vampire
who is wreaking havoc in a small South Carolina town, Diana London, a werewolf,
encounters Llyr Galatyn, the king of Cachamwri Sidhe, who makes all of her
erotic fantasies come true. Original.
All She Wants Jaid Black 2006-11-07 In the midst of the holiday season, these
three steamy tales of pleasure and delight are the perfect companion for chilly
winter nights. JAID BLACK Adam & Evil When feisty, exotic beauty Julia Cameron
meets Sam Adam, a handsome, shrewd businessman, their strong-willed
personalities immediately clash. But soon heated fury becomes uncontrollable
passion -- and Julia and Sam discover that although opposites attract, those
who are alike burn the brightest. DOMINIQUE ADAIR Holly Wealthy real estate
mogul Ethan Clarke has been dreaming of Holly Broussard for over a year.
Reeling her in under the guise of a business proposition, Ethan will stop at
nothing to seduce the beautiful red-headed goddess -- and claim her as his own.
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SHILOH WALKER His Christmas Cara Ebenezer Marley will never forget that night
of lustful bliss he spent with his gorgeous assistant, Cara Winston -- or how
he hurt her. But on Christmas Eve he is visited by three spirits, who give him
one last chance to earn her forgiveness -- and satisfy her burning desire
Bedtime, Playtime Jaid Black 2007-05-22 In these three sensual tales of passion
and pleasure, bedtime always means playtime.... Jaid Black Warlord While in
Scotland on a business trip, tawny-haired, voluptuous Janet Duval suddenly
finds herself transported back into a distant time, enslaved by barbaric,
muscle-bound men. The piercing, commanding eyes of Janet's dark-haired captor
reveal that he will have his way with her -- no matter how much she protests.
But Euan, a fierce warrior, feels a genuine heartfelt passion for his stunning
prisoner. And without warning, Janet is consumed with desire for her godlike
lover. Ruth D. Kerce Adam 483: Man or Machine? Porcelain-skinned beauty Tyree
Samou, a senior officer aboard the mineral freighter HCS Jenway, has had
several attempts on her life while in the line of duty. So her brother, the
Ambassador of Jenway, assigns Adam 483, a security robot, to guard her every
move. But Adam is more man than machine. Strapping and handsome, he is skilled
in much more than security -- and can satisfy all her needs. Although Tyree is
the one used to giving orders, now Adam is in command -- and ordering her to
let him fulfill her most erotic fantasies. Sherri L. King Bachelorette After a
hurtful betrayal in college by her best friend and the man she thought she
loved, brazen bombshell Catherine Stowe swore she'd never trust anyone again.
But years later, as a makeup artist for a soap opera star, she meets Gideon
Fevere -- a CIA agent turned bodyguard hired by her employer -- and everything
changes. The moment Gideon lays eyes on Catherine, he vows to seduce her into a
night of all-consuming passion. And a little lust may be just what she needs to
believe in love again. Step inside Ellora's Cave, where passions run wild and
the sexiest fantasies come true.... www.EllorasCave.com
The Devil and Ms. Johnson Hannah Murray 2009-09 Daphne Charissa isn't a chubby
little guy with wings and a quiver of arrows. But she does belong to the Cupid
race-a race of devastatingly beautiful creatures who excel at helping others
find love, while remaining loveless themselves throughout their long lives.
When Daphne falls in love with Bion Chronos, she launches the two of them into
a direct confrontation with the Furies as they fight to protect their own love
and win release from the curse of lovelessness for the whole Cupid race. The
problem is, the Furies have no intention of letting them win, and the lovers
can't seem to keep their hands off each other long enough to form a coherent
plan. It's gonna be an interesting battle.
Prisoner of Love Jaid Black 2009-09-15 This collection of sizzling stories
"Warlord" by Jaid Black, Tawny Taylor’s "Dragons and Dungeons," and Michelle M.
Pillow’s "Taming Him," features three novellas in which strong women are held
against their will—only to find themselves falling for their captors.
A Game of Dress-Up Elliot Mabeuse 2010-03 Young, pretty and sexually
inexperienced, Vanessa Wallace is haunted by erotic fantasies she wouldn't
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dream of sharing with anyone. Alone in her bedroom, she plays a sensual game
with her collection of sexy lingerie, tight skirts and bondage toys. The game
is never meant to be shared - until the day Rob Taylor pays an unexpected
visit, walks in on her private fantasy and takes the game in a dangerous new
direction. Caught in the act! Vanessa has been caught playing out a private
fantasy, and now she has to pay the price. She began the game - but from now
on, her sexy employer will be setting the rules. Until now, their relationship
has been innocent. Taylor is a friend of her mother's as well as Vanessa's
boss. But the shameless tease in the shiny black corset isn't the girl Rob
Taylor thought he knew. She's ripe and ready for a wilder game with a lover who
won't take no for an answer. And he's just the man for the job.
Overtime, Under Him N. J. Walters 2008-01-08 Ellora's Cave Presents Three
erotic tales prove a hard day at work is exactly what these women need.... N.
J. WALTERS Unmasking Kelly When Kelly Allen decided to take the night off, her
boss, Liam, wasn't too happy -- she's the best waitress at Brannigan's Pub, and
tonight is the Halloween masquerade party. But ever since Kelly met the sixfoot-four hunk whose jet-black hair tickles broad shoulders that taper to a
lean waist and...mmm...she's had a plan. She's squeezing her tall, voluptuous
body into a tight little costume so she can give Liam something to work for.
One night of pleasure is all she's after -- but she gets a sweet treat she
didn't expect. SUSIE CHARLES Velvet Strokes When artist Tom Danville shows up
at the nightclub Elizabeth owns and dances in, she almost blows a fuse. She
never got over all the nights they spent together so many years ago, her
slender frame wrapped in his arms. She was his model -- his muse -- but in the
end, he would not forsake his wealthy family for a barmaid. How dare he return
now with a business proposition, offering to pay her generously to model for
him again? He knows she can't refuse the money. But once he gets her naked body
in his studio, he plans to make another offer -- one she can't resist. JAN
SPRINGER Edible Delights Max Rivers knows the only person who could have
produced the deliciously sexy, rose-colored edible thong that lands on his desk
is red-hot redhead Allie Masters. Allie was assistant to Max and his partner,
Nick, at Impulse, an erotic apparel distributor, but she played the starring
role in the bedroom the three shared. That is, until she realized they'd never
support her career aspirations, so she left for Europe. Now she's back, and
they want exclusive rights to the edible intimates she designs...and to her
luscious body.
Night of Sin Marilyn Lee 2020-03-21 Chandra Hunt has worked hard to become the
first detective sergeant in her graduating class. When her best friend
disappears, her search leads to a hedonistic adult club called Foreplay. There
she encounters a tall, dark, scandalously handsome blue-eyed stranger who
insists she share a raunchy dance with him. In Chandra, centuries-old vampire
Sin-Bad Stoner has finally found a woman to replace the one he's spent hundreds
of years mourning. But Chandra already has a man in her life and is likely to
resist all efforts to strip her of her hard-fought independence. Undeterred,
Sin-Bad devises an elaborate plan to lure her to his isolated country mansion
where he and his brothers eagerly await her arrival. Although she willingly
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spends a long night exploring their mutual sexual hungers, Chandra rebuffs his
attempt to dominate her. In response, Sin-Bad launches a ruthless campaign of
conquest designed to culminate in the eternal surrender of her heart, mind,
body and soul.
Enchained Ann Jacobs 2003 Here are three stories of love, passion, and desire
by three different authors. (Adult Fiction)
Forbidden Fantasies Jaid Black 2009-06-09 Now in trade paperback, Pocket Books’
first original Ellora’s Cave anthology—featuring eight taboo tales from the
mistresses of Romantica™. Passions run wild and the sexiest fantasies come true
in these eight sizzling stories from Ellora’s Cave top selling authors, now
available in paperback for the first time! Authors include: Jaid Black, "Bossie
& Clyde"; Jory Strong, "First Sharing"; Ann Jacobs, "Eternal Triangle"; Sahara
Kelly, "Lady Elizabeth’s Choice"; Jaci Burton, "Legend’s Passion"; Sherri L.
King, "Selfless"; Lorie O’Clare, "Wicked"; Cheyenne McCray, "Wild Ride"
Create Story Conflict: How to Increase Tension in Your Writing & Keep Readers
Turning Pages Eileen Cook 2020-07-22 Conflict is essential to story-regardless
of genre. The friction between what a character wants and the lengths they will
go to reach that goal is what pulls readers through your book. Great conflict
is what leaves readers cheering (or crying) at the end of a story. Using humour
and her deep knowledge of human behaviour, counsellor and award-winning author
Eileen Cook will guide you through the causes of conflict, the differences
between internal and external conflict, and show you how conflict resolution
techniques can be turned upside down to ramp up the tension in your book.
Filled with practical tips, examples and prompts, this is a craft book you'll
keep on your shelf to use again and again. This is the fourth book in the
Creative Academy Guides for Writers series. Be sure to check out the rest of
the guides for writers in this series.1.Scrappy Rough Draft by Donna
Barker2.Build Better Characters by Eileen Cook3.Strategic Series Author by
Crystal Hunt4.Create Story Conflict by Eileen Cook
Naughty Nights Charlene Teglia 2008-07-15 In these scintillating tales of
sexual release, three headstrong women give themselves over to the passionate
temptation of three strong-willed men who know exactly how to take control....
Charlene Teglia Wolf in Shining Armor When werewolf Rorik takes revenge on his
rival by claiming the man's betrothed, he recognizes the small, soft-skinned
beauty as his true mate -- the she-wolf who bit him years earlier -- and the
only woman whose erotic touch can unleash the animal within him. Tawny Taylor
Stolen Goddess Kylie wakes up in a strange world, bound and stripped bare, with
a large -- very hard, very naked -- man insisting she belongs to him. She
should be scared, but instead she succumbs to his arousing demands...and the
most electrifying pleasure of her life. Dawn Ryder Tempting a Lady Widowed and
running her father's home, Emma vows never to let any man take her the way her
husband used to -- until an imposing, self-assured man shows up at her estate,
determined to get exactly what he wants from her voluptuous body...and ignites
her every lustful need. Step inside Ellora's Cave, where passions run wild, and
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the sexiest fantasies come true....
Anchor and Storm Kate Poole 2009 "Edgar Armstrong, Earl of Callander, had not
given much thought to marrying and producing an heir, until he meets Emily
Sinclair ... Angus MacNeill, Lord Callander's groom, thinks Emily married Edgar
for his title, his money and the security he can give her. And when Edgar
approaches him with a very unusual request Angus questions his master's motives
... Deeply in love with Edgar, Emily will do anything he asks of her. But she
never suspected he'd ask something like this! Despite Edgar's reassurances she
worries that his plan could destroy their marriage rather than strengthen it.
And when she makes her choice, Emily wonders if there's room enough for two men
in her heart, and in her bed."--Page 4 of cover.
Ellora's Cavemen Jaci Burton 2005 This collection of new sizzling tales from
the "Mistresses of Romantica" is another excellent sampling of the variety of
heroines and heroes available from Ellora's Cave.
The Great Indian Novel Shashi Tharoor 2011-09-01 In this award-winning novel,
Tharoor has masterfully recast the two-thousand-year-old epic, The Mahabharata,
with fictional but highly recognizable events and characters from twentiethcentury Indian politics. Nothing is sacred in this deliciously irreverent,
witty, and deeply intelligent retelling of modern Indian history and the
ancient Indian epic The Mahabharata. Alternately outrageous and instructive,
hilarious and moving, it is a dazzling tapestry of prose and verse that
satirically, but also poignantly, chronicles the struggle for Indian freedom
and independence.
Fever-Hot Dreams Jaci Burton 2007-02-06 Jaci Burton Dream On When her husband
Jack disappeared five years ago, Katie McKay was devastated -- left only to
dream about the passionately erotic nights they spent together. So when Jack
reappears one night without any explanation, looking as irresistible as ever,
Katie tries to resist the undeniable spark that still burns between them. But
after five long years alone, she can't help but give herself to the man of her
wildest dreams. Sherri L. King Icarus To escape the craziness of New York, poet
Morrigan Mederos moves to Scotland to find peace and quiet and an end to her
recurring nightmares. Instead, her dreams become more intense -- she meets a
darkly handsome vampire who drinks her blood and arouses every inch of her body
with fiery kisses. But soon her dreams become all too real -- and her brooding
vamp wants to take her back to his homeworld to be his lover for all eternity.
Samantha Winston Darla's Valentine As a favor to her best friend Wendy -- aka
showgirl Queenie Lovaday -- quiet, good-natured Darla agrees to fill in as a
cake-popping temptress at a birthday party. And when she meets Jordan Severn,
the smolderingly handsome guest of honor, she finds herself lusting for his
perfectly chiseled body. But Jordan is engaged, so he should be off limits.
Luckily he seems to desire Darla just as strongly.... Step inside Ellora's
Cave, where passions run wild and the sexiest fantasies come true....
www.EllorasCave.com
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Ellora's Cavemen Jaid Black 2004 A special edition anthology of six sizzling
stories from Ellora's Cave's Mistresses of Romantica (tm). Night Scream by
Denise Agnew, Body Chemistry by Tawny Taylor, Earthwork by Annie Windsor, Ghost
of a Chance by Shiloh Walker, Past Running by Mlyn Hurn, and The Beckoned by
Jaid Black.
Faithful Ruslan Georgi Vladimov 2011-09-27 Unavailable for twenty years, this
harrowing allegory of obedience to authority is esteemed as “one of the
defining literary texts of the post-Stalin period.” (The Guardian) Set in a
remote Siberian depot immediately following the demolition of one of the
gulag’s notorious camps and the emancipation of its prisoners, Faithful Ruslan
is an embittered cri de coeur from a writer whose circumstances obliged him to
resist the violence of arbitrary power. “Every writer who writes anything in
this country is made to feel he has committed a crime,” Georgi Vladimov said.
Dissident, he said, is a word that “they force on you.” His mother, a victim of
Stalin’s anti-Semitic policy, had been interred for two years in one of the
camps from which Vladimov derived the wrenching detail of Faithful Ruslan. The
novel circulated in samizdat for more than a decade, often attributed to
Solzhenitsyn, before its publication in the West led to Vladimov’s harassment
and exile. A starving stray, tortured and abandoned by the godlike “Master”
whom he has unconditionally loved, Ruslan and his cadre of fellow guard dogs
dutifully wait for the arrival of new prisoners—but the unexpected arrival of a
work party provokes a climactic bloodletting. Fashioned from the perceptions of
an uncomprehending animal, Vladimov’s insistently ironic indictment of the
gulag spirals to encompass all of Man’s inexplicable cruelty. From the Trade
Paperback edition.
Law and Disorder Lora Leigh 2004 Law and Disorder - Moving Violations By
Veronica Chadwick, Lora Leigh Book 1 in the Law And Disorder series Deceit and
treachery mix with treason in a small Tennessee town. When Becca returns to
Jericho as the new deputy, she wasn't expecting that the man she's loved for
ten years would welcome her with a night of passion and lust. Nor did she
expect that he was actually her new boss, the newly appointed sheriff. Now
Becca and Jackson must find their way amid a growing desire and a love deeper
than they imagined, as well as a danger that could destroy more than just their
lives. It could destroy a nation.
Bound Hearts Lora Leigh 2004 Submission: Ella allows James to stay the week in
her new home. James. Dominating. Sexy. Younger. James is determined Ella won't
escape him. Seduction: In a bold and risky turn, Jess dares Terrie to seduce
him. Challenges her to accept her needs, to push her own boundaries.
Natural Law Joey W. Hill 2005 Mackenzie "Mac" Nighthorse is a highly respected
homicide detective and a career cop. There isn't a dangerous situation that can
back him down. However, the personal becomes uncomfortably entangled in the
professional when he goes undercover in a high class BDSM club as a male
submissive to find a Dominatrix who is winning the trust and then murdering her
chosen partners. When his path crosses Violet Siemanski's, he realizes he's
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found a Mistress willing to be his ally in finding the murderess. But Violet is
also going to shatter Mac's shields and make him question who he is and what he
wants, a challenge more disturbing than any case he's ever worked.
The Hottie Next Door Shiloh Walker 2009-08-11 In this steamy collection
curious, inexperienced women learn a lesson in love from a sexy neighbor. These
three novellas, "Good Girls Don’t" by Shiloh Walker, Elisa Adams’s "Drop Dead
Sexy," and "Virgin Seeks Bad-Ass Boy" by Ruth D. Kerce will leave readers
yearning for more.
Doing It the Hard Way T. J. Michaels 2009-02-10 When it comes to seducing their
sexy ladies for a lifetime, these three gorgeous guys wonder why anyone would
want it easy, when the hard way is oh-so-much more fun.... T. J. MICHAELS
Jaguar's Rule After an irresistible night of passion with Reya, muscle-bound
Aaron longs to hold her close forever. Little does he know that the tall, sleek
beauty has a carnal secret -- and he's the one who needs protection. SHILOH
WALKER One Night with You When the deliciously sexy girl of Logan's dreams, Bo,
gets engaged to another man, the hard-bodied hunk kidnaps her to a remote cabin
hideaway for a red-hot weekend that is sure to set her heart on fire. MADISON
HAYES Miss October Tavia doesn't pick up hitchhikers -- until towering alpha
male Bolt Hardin makes her a deal she can't refuse. He stakes his claim on her
luscious body, and opens her mind to a scorching new world of kinky
possibilities.
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